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Abstract In this paper we propose a new approach for

dynamic selection of ensembles of classifiers. Based on the

concept named multistage organizations, the main objec-

tive of which is to define a multi-layer fusion function

adapted to each recognition problem, we propose dynamic

multistage organization (DMO), which defines the best

multistage structure for each test sample. By extending Dos

Santos et al.’s approach, we propose two implementations

for DMO, namely DSAm and DSAc. While the former

considers a set of dynamic selection functions to generalize

a DMO structure, the latter considers contextual informa-

tion, represented by the output profiles computed from the

validation dataset, to conduct this task. The experimental

evaluation, considering both small and large datasets,

demonstrated that DSAc dominated DSAm on most prob-

lems, showing that the use of contextual information can

reach better performance than other existing methods. In

addition, the performance of DSAc can also be enhanced in

incremental learning. However, the most important obser-

vation, supported by additional experiments, is that

dynamic selection is generally preferred over static

approaches when the recognition problem presents a high

level of uncertainty.

Keywords Multiple classifier systems � Adaptive

system � Dynamic selection � Incremental learning �
Multistage organizations � Ensembles of classifiers

1 Introduction

Over the past decades, Multiple Classifier Systems have

emerged as a viable alternative to make pattern recognition

systems achieve lower and lower error rates. This kind of

system can be composed of either existing classifiers,

aiming at enhancing their individual performances, or

classifiers constructed by an automatic method, to which

we refer as ensembles of classifiers (EoCs). In both cases,

nonetheless, it is well-known that the set of classifiers must

contain members that are complementary and diverse

[1, 2], so that the combined classifiers outperform the best

member of the set.

The task of finding the aforementioned complementary

and diverse set of classifiers is not trivial. Actually, the

performance of the fusion function, which carries out the

combination of the decisions provided by the base classi-

fiers, may heavily depend on such a ‘‘good’’ set of classi-

fiers [3]. For example, it has been shown that the

performance of the majority voting function, which is a

widely used combination rule, significantly improves for

the case of negatively correlated classifiers [4, 5]. How-

ever, to construct an EoC with negatively correlated clas-

sifiers remains a very unlikely situation in real-world

classification problems, and their benefits remain out of

reach. If existing classifiers, to which we have no access to
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change its parameters, are included in the pool, this task

may become even less evident.

One way to enhance the use of multiple classifiers, is to

define a fusion scheme that takes greater advantage of the

diversity presented by the base classifiers, even though

such a diversity is not so apparent at first. In other words,

we need to define a way to expand the limits of the com-

bination method, to better use the existing diversity of the

pool of classifiers. One interesting approach, named mul-

tistage organizations (MO), has been proposed in [5, 6] for

such an objective.

The main advantage of using MO relies on the ability to

construct a multistage structure, which represents the

fusion function, that is adapted to each recognition prob-

lem. Such an adaptation is achieved by defining the rela-

tionships between consecutive layers based on evidences

provided by the training data. Nevertheless, only a single

structure is created, in an ad-hoc fashion, for all the test

samples. Due to its static nature, the method might not be

able to handle all the difficulties presented by complex

recognition patterns, which supposedly has the same

drawback of static approaches to select classifiers.

To deal with those issues, we propose dynamic multi-

stage organizations (DMO), inspired by dynamic selection

of classifiers. The main idea consists of defining the mul-

tistage structure that best adapts to each test sample. In this

case, not only the fusion function adapts to each problem,

but also, to each test sample. Such a structure also takes

into account an automatic weighting approach, which

selects the best weight for each classifier output based on

the current test sample.

One approach that is closely related to the idea of DMO

is Dos Santos et al.’s (DSA) approach [7]. In this case, one

EoC is dynamically selected, from a pool of EoCs, by

means of evaluating only the outputs yielded by the

members of each ensemble. If we can, for example, select

more than one ensemble at a time, we can better generalize

the DMO concept, by implementing a two-stage DMO

structure. Given these standpoints, we propose two original

frameworks based on DSA.

The first framework, named DSAm, consists of validating

the DMO concept, in which we exploit the use of a set of

dynamic selection functions to create a DMO structure. In

this case, each function performs the selection of an EoC.

Note that the main advantage of this method lies on its

simplicity. In the second framework, namely DSAc, we use

contextual information to find the best DMO structure based

on problem-related knowledge. The evidences produced by

the validation set are taken into account in this case, whereas

the structure is defined by considering the most similar val-

idation samples using case-based reasoning. The architec-

ture of DSAc is not only easily adaptable to different

problems, but also is incremental-learning ready.

This work aims at accomplishing two main objectives

during the experimental evaluation. The first objective is to

evaluate both DSAc and DSAm against static methods, to

observe whether the proposed DMO concept can result in

better performance or not. In addition, we aim at evaluating

the conditions under which dynamic selection might out-

perform static selection. Given that in the literature

dynamic selection methods are generally compared to

static methods for recognizing a given problem, in a single

static condition in terms of recognition problem, the goal of

these experiments is to provide more insights related to

which conditions a dynamic selection approach might be

more preferable than a static one. The NIST-digits database

allows us to simulate these different conditions, as

explained later.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Sect. 2, we describe static and dynamic selections, pro-

viding more details about Dos Santos et al.’s approach, to

support the content of the subsequent sections. In Sect. 3

we describe the proposed DMO concept with greater detail.

Both DSAc and DSAm are described in Sect. 4, and in Sect.

5, we present the experimental protocol and the results that

were obtained. Finally, in Sect. 6, we present conclusions

and point out the future work.

2 Background theory

In this section, we present an overview of dynamic selec-

tion methods (DS), in which we also describe Dos Santos

et al.’s approach (DSA) in detail.

2.1 Dynamic selection (DS)

Suppose a multiple classifier system is composed of a pool

of base classifiers, to which we refer as C. The goal of

dynamic selection is to find a subset of classifiers

C0i, where C0i � C; which is the best one, by considering

all local criteria, to classify the test sample xi,test. Note that,

in static selection, a single subset C0, where C0 � C; is

globally selected to recognize all test samples.

In the literature, dynamic selection is divided into

dynamic selection of classifiers (DSC), where only a single

classifier is selected for each test sample [8–10], and

dynamic selection of ensembles of classifiers (DSEoC),

where an EoC is selected for each test sample [7, 11, 12].

Usually, the main goal of the systems for both DSC and

DSEoC is to find the best subset of classifiers C0i to classify

xi,test. This best set is generally associated with the highest

level of competence, which is computed by means of, for

instance, K nearest neighbors [8], clustering [13], and

multiple training datasets [14]. In order to compute the

level of competence by using one of these methods, we
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must deal with the following issues: a robust feature set

must be defined for a desirable reliability, which is not

trivial; these approaches are very expensive in terms of

computational complexity; and it is not possible to use

some types of base classifiers, such as human experts or

HMMs, since they do not use feature vectors to conduct the

classification task. The KNORA algorithm [12], however,

is an example of an approach that tries to overcome some

of these issues. The only information this method requires

from the base classifiers is whether or not they correctly

classify a given validation sample. Nonetheless, KNORA

also depends on a very robust feature set to compute

similarity between validation samples and the test sample.

A more general approach, though, is Dos Santos et al.’s,

which dynamically selects EoCs, whose levels of compe-

tence are computed by using only the outputs of their

members, based on the extent of consensus. This property

makes it a very general approach in terms of base classifier

and feature set. However, many sources of knowledge

embedded in the structure of DSA have not been exploited

yet, for instance, the outputs produced by the base classi-

fiers. Thus, we believe the performance of this method can

be improved, resulting in an approach that is both robust

and general at the same time. For the sake of completeness,

in the remainder of this section we present this method in

greater detail.

2.2 Dos Santos et al.’s approach (DSA)

The overall architecture of DSA is depicted in Fig. 1. The

main objective of this method is to dynamically find the

best EoC, whose members are a subset of C ¼ fc1; c2; . . .;

cNg; to recognize the test sample xi,test. This task is per-

formed by considering only the recognition outputs Oi ¼
foi;1; . . .; oi;Ng computed from C. Each output corresponds

to a class from the set X ¼ fx1; . . .;xMg:
DSA is divided into two phases: the design phase and

the operational phase.

During the design phase, which is performed off-line, it

creates the architecture that supports the dynamic selection

of EoCs. In other words, the pool of EoCs C�
0 ¼

fC01; . . .;C0Wg where C0j � C; 1 � j � W ; is created during

this phase. Given that C*0 is a subset of all possible EoCs

C*, the main objective is to reduce the complexity for the

operational phase since |C*| is much larger than |C*0| and

the time needed to find the best EoCs in considering C*

would be impractical in most applications. The pool C*0 is

generated by a search algorithm, which is a genetic algo-

rithm in this work. Each individual is represented by a

binary vector of N positions, where each bit represents

whether or not a classifier is selected as a member of an

EoC. The fitness function, which has to be minimized, uses

the error rate on the optimization set Opt, by applying the

majority voting method on the EoCs assigned by each

individual. In order to avoid overfitting, each individual is

also evaluated on the validation set Val, and the best

solutions are saved into an archive whose size is W. The

archive is then used as C*0.

Throughout the operational phase, the dynamic selection

of the best EoC C00i is performed, which consists of a

member of the pool of EoCs C*0, to recognize the test

sample xi,test. After the outputs Oi of the set of base clas-

sifiers C are computed, we check which member of the

pool of EoCs C*0 is best to recognize xi,test. For each EoC,

we apply the dynamic selection function k to evaluate

whether it is the best ensemble or not. The best EoC is then

stored in C00i, the dynamically selected EoC. Finally, the

ensemble that was dynamically selected is used to compute

the class with the highest number of votes, which is the

final decision di.

Note that k can be related to one of the five functions

described in Sect. 4.1.1. In this work, k is computed by

taking into account the extent of consensus, as defined in

(2) [7].

3 Dynamic multistage organizations (DMO)

The main inspiration for dynamic multistage organiza-

tions is multistage organizations (MO). MO consists of

structuring classifiers into relevant multistage layers. The

outputs of the classifiers are reorganized into subsequent

levels, and these outputs are re-evaluated at each level.

By structuring classifiers in multi-steps, the main premise

is that the influence of individual errors on the final error

of the combined systems can be reduced, since the out-

puts are transformed to another space corresponding to

the fusion of some selected classifiers. Hence, given the

fact that both selection and fusion are conducted at the

same time, the diversity among the classifiers is better

exploited, and the limits of majority voting error are

widened.

The main advantage of MO is that the whole structure

can be defined for a given problem. For example, in [5] a

genetic algorithm is used to optimize the MO structure

given problem-related training data. Nonetheless, a single

structure is defined for all test samples, which, as a con-

sequence, might not cover the different difficulties pre-

sented by all test samples in a complex recognition

problem. To deal with this issue, we propose DMO,

inspired by dynamic selection of classifiers.

DMO basically consists of defining the best multistage

structure for each test sample. In this case, the relationships

between the outputs are dynamically defined, according to

the current test sample xi,test. It also takes into account a
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dynamic weighting approach for further improvements.

Note that, instead of using the same structure to recognize

all test samples, which might be suboptimal, we define the

structure that better models the relationships among the

base classifiers, according to the information provided by

xi,test. By doing so, we may enhance the overall perfor-

mance of the system not only by using a multi-stage

approach, but also by using a dynamic approach that better

fits the difficulties presented by each test sample.

In order to illustrate DMO, we use a synthetic recog-

nition example with five binary classifiers. In Fig. 2a, we

present a test sample, whose correct label is 1, being rec-

ognized by MO. Suppose this MO structure has been

considered optimal during the design phase. We can see,

though, that this structure does not correctly recognize this

test sample. However, as shown in Fig. 2b, by using a

DMO approach, we might be able to define a MO structure

specifically for this test sample, which can correctly com-

pute the correct class. In this case, given that an EoC that

provides the correct answer is selected twice (i.e. it has a

heavier weight) to compose the final layer, the correct

answer is successfully computed.

One existing method that partially implements the DMO

concept is Dos Santos et al.’s approach (see Sect. 2.2), as

depicted in Fig. 2c. In this case, one EoC is dynamically

selected, from a pool of EoCs, by means of evaluating only

the outputs yielded by the members of each ensemble. If

we can, for example, select more than one EoC at a time,

we can better generalize the DMO concept, by imple-

menting a two-stage DMO structure. For this reason, we

extend the architecture of DSA to implement DMO.

4 Extending Dos Santos et al.’s approach to implement

DMO

We propose two methods to extend Dos Santos et al.’s

approach to implement a dynamic multistage organization.

These methods, named DSAm and DSAc respectively, are

described in the following sections.

4.1 DSAm: introducing DMO and high-level decision

making

The first framework consists of adding two main extensions

to DSA. We refer to this framework as DSAm, since the use

of multiple dynamic selection functions has enabled the

implementation of the first extension.

The first extension consists of characterizing the main

DSA structure as dynamic multistage organizations.

Instead of selecting a single EoC, as in DSA, we now have

to select a set of EoCs. The main idea is to compose the

second layer of a DMO structure by using this set of EoCs.

To achieve this task, we adapt some components of the

operational phase. To recognize xi,test we select the set of

EoCs C�00i ¼ fC00i;1; . . .;C00iUg; as presented in Fig. 3.

Algorithm 1 describes each step of the proposed method.

Once the outputs of the base classifiers Oi are computed in

step 2, we evaluate each EoC individually. By considering

the set of functions K ¼ fk1; . . .; kUg; we evaluate each

member of C*0. The best EoCs, according to K; form the set

of dynamically selected EoCs Ci
*00. Note that

|Ci
*00| = U, since each kk selects an EoC, i.e. Ci,k

00. It is also

worth noting that an EoC may be selected more than once,

Fig. 1 Dos Santos et al.’s

approach (DSA). The pool of

classifiers is organized into

another pool of EoCs during the

design phase. During the

operational phase, the EoC,

which is dynamically selected

by k, produces the final decision
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which results in the automatic weighting approach dem-

onstrated in Fig. 2b. In this case all the functions described

in Sect. 4.1.1 are used to compose K; thus K ¼
fk1; k2; k3; k4; k5g and jKj ¼ 5: In the example presented in

Fig. 2b, in contrast, we consider jKj ¼ 3:

After Ci
*00, the set of dynamically selected EoCs, is

defined, the outputs of these EoCs O00i ¼ fo00i;1; . . .; o00i;Ug are

computed (step 16 of Algorithm 1). These outputs repre-

sent the majority voting class computed from each member

in Ci
*00. Then, O00i is submitted to the switch module. The

proposed switch mechanism represents the second exten-

sion to DSA. This mechanism, which is represented by

steps 18–22 in Algorithm 1, is explained in detail in the

following paragraphs.

Despite the expected improvements that a dynamic

multistage structure can bring to DSA, we have no guar-

antee that this complex structure is really better than the

pool of base classifiers. In some cases, for example, the

dynamically selected EoCs, i.e. Ci
*00, might provide low-

confidence results, yielding a tie or the answers below

some acceptable confidence level. Note that it is important

to detect these cases to avoid random decisions, and select

a better source of knowledge, that may be the base clas-

sifiers. For this reason, we propose a switch mechanism.

Fig. 2 a The sequence of stages

processed by multistage

organizations (MO), for an

example with five classifiers

with binary outputs. In this case,

each member of layer 2 always

provides one vote for the final

decision. b The same example

with dynamic multistage

organization (DMO), whereas a

member from layer 2 may

provide none, one, or more than

one vote. c The same example

using Dos Santos et al.’s

approach (DSA), where only a

single member of layer 2 gives a

vote. Class 1 is the right output

in this example

Fig. 3 An overview of the

DSAm approach. This method

uses the set of dynamic

selection functions K to

dynamically select a set of

EoCs, which results in a two-

layer DMO structure
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Here is the main idea of the switch. First, we employ the

concept of margin [15] (see 1, where v1i and v2i are,

respectively, the most voted and the second most voted

classes for xi,test) to identify whether or not the answers

provided by Ci
*00 are confident enough, as shown in step 18

of Algorithm 1. When the margin mi computed by the

outputs Ci
*00 is above the threshold h, e.g. mi [ h, we

consider that the dynamically selected EoCs are reliable

enough and simply use the most voted class in considering

O00i as the final decision di (step 19). In contrast, when

mi B h, we switch to the pool of base classifiers and use

Oi, i.e. the outputs of C, to compute the most voted class

(step 21). This most voted class is used as the final decision

di. Note that one advantage of the switch mechanism is that

instead of relying on random guess, since in the case of a

tie we would have to randomly pick one class as the final

decision, we use another source of knowledge that is

embedded in the architecture of the system to compute

such a decision.

mi ¼ v1i � v2i ð1Þ

In the next section, we describe the dynamic selection

functions that are used in step 6 of Algorithm 1 to compute

the corresponding score of each kk.

4.1.1 Consensus-based dynamic selection functions

The five functions involved in this work, are computed by

taking into account the number of votes for each class in X;
provided by each candidate C0i. We aimed at using only

functions which can compute the level of competence of

each EoC based on the votes of the base classifiers. One

reason is to avoid the complexity of functions that compute

regions of competence based on evaluating distances

between xi,test and prototypes in the feature space, as in

[8, 11]. Another reason is to enable this approach to deal

with any category of base classifier that can output votes.

In this section we use the following notation: vk,j,i is the

number of votes for class xk provided by C0j given the test

sample xi,test, pj is the global performance of C0j, and pj,k is

the performance of C0j for class xk, both measured on the

validation set Val; mvj,i represents the majority voting class

provided by C0j given the sample xi,test, e.g. mvj,i = argmax

vk,j,i V k. The cardinality of C0j is represented by |C0j|.

4.1.1.1 k1: ambiguity-guided dynamic selection (ADS)

This function is presented in [7]. It selects the solution

whose outputs produce the lowest ambiguity, represented

by the number of classifiers in disagreement with the

majority voting class.

The ambiguity cj,i, given C0j and the test sample

xi,test, can be computed by the minimization of the

following equation:

cj;i ¼
Pk

1 vk;j;i8k 6¼ mvj;i

jC0jj
ð2Þ

4.1.1.2 k2: margin-based dynamic selection (MDS) This

function selects the solution with the highest margin [7].

The margin represents the difference between the majority

voting and the second highest number of votes. The main

idea is to select the solution that produces the largest dif-

ference in number of votes between the highest consensus

and the second highest.

The maximization of the following equation, given C0j
and the sample xi,test, allows us to dynamically select the

most competent candidate by using the margin lj,i:

lj;i ¼
vk;j;i � maxl6¼kvl;j;i

jC0jj
; where k ¼ mvj;i ð3Þ

4.1.1.3 k3: class-strength dynamic selection (CSDS) This

function weighs the selection of the best solution [7]. In

this case, the margin, as described in (3), is multiplied by

pj,k. The main idea is to select the candidate that provides

the best trade-off between the margin and the performance

for recognizing the class with the highest number of votes.

In considering the margin as lj,i and the class perfor-

mance as pj,k, the maximization of the following equation

Algorithm 1 DSAm. best_score(k) and score(k)j,i represent tempo-

rary variables to compute the best EoC, for each of the five functions

presented in Sect. 4.1.1

1: for each data point xi,test on Test do

2: Compute Oi ¼ fo1; . . .; oNg by considering C ¼ fc1; . . .; cNg
3: Initialize best_score(k), 8 kk in K

4: for each C0 j in C*0 do

5: for each kk in K do

6: Compute score(k)j,i by considering kk.

7: if score(k)j,i is better than best_score(k) then

8: C0 0i,k = C0j

9: best_score(k) = score(k)j,i

10: end if

11: end for

12: end for

13: for each kk in K do

14: o0 0i,k = most voted class from C0 0i,k

15: end for

16: Compute mi from O00i ¼ fo00 i;1; . . .; o00i;Ug # see (1)

17: # Switch mechanism

18: if mi [ h then

19: di = most voted class from O0 0i

20: else

21: di = most voted class from C

22: end if

23: end for
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leads us to find the most competent C0j for xi,test by using

CSDS:

Hj;i ¼ lj;i � pj;k; where k ¼ mvj;i ð4Þ

4.1.1.4 k4: Pair of votes dynamic selection (PVDS) We

propose a new function aiming at selecting EoCs that

concentrate their decisions on only two classes. In this

case, both values for margin and consensus might be very

low, which is counter-intuitive according to other DSFs

such as ADS and MDS. However, we suppose that these

EoCs are likely to produce less random guesses and wrong

decisions, since they concentrate their decisions on reduced

boundaries, e.g. only two classes.

In order to implement this idea, we simply sum the

number of votes for the top-two classes, and maximize this

value. This is represented by gj,i. Given C0j and the sample

xi,test, gj,i can be computed by using the following equation:

gj;i ¼
vk;j;i þ maxl 6¼kvl;j;i

jC0jj
; where k ¼ mvj;i ð5Þ

4.1.1.5 k5: global-strength dynamic selection (GSDS)

This function is a modification of CSDS. In this case, we

consider the global performance pj of C0j to weigh the value

provided by the margin. The main supposition is that the

global performance is more robust than the performance to

recognize a specific class to indicate the most competent

solution.

Given pj, C0j, and xi,test, this function can be computed

by maximizing the following equation:

ij;i ¼ lj;i � pj ð6Þ

In the next section, we present the second method

proposed in this work, whose main goal is to replace these

dynamic selection functions by a context-based approach.

4.2 DSAc: enhancing dynamic selection by using

contextual information

Both DSA and DSAm dynamically select EoCs by con-

sidering dynamic selection functions based on the extent of

consensus. Despite that the extent of consensus is a well

studied concept in the literature [15], only the outputs of

the most voted and the second most voted classes are used

to select the ensemble. However, the information related to

the other classes is wasted, even though such information

could help this task. In order to overcome this drawback,

we propose DSAc, which is depicted in Fig. 4.

DSAc is inspired by both decision templates [16] and the

KNORA algorithm [12]. The main objective is to use the

validation database, transformed into output profiles, to

point out which EoCs are the most competent to recognize

the test sample xi,test. An output profile is computed by

transformation T in (7), where xi 2 <D; ~xi 2 Z
Nþ; and N is

the size of the pool of base classifiers C. Given that we

know which EoC correctly recognizes each validation

sample, a DMO structure is defined by computing which

validation samples are the ones most similar to the test

samples in considering the output profiles, and composing

the dynamically selected set of EoCs with the EoCs that

correctly classify these validation samples.

T : xi ) ~xi; ð7Þ

In greater detail, this approach works as follows.

Consider the pool of EoCs C*0, generated during the

design phase. For each test sample xi,test, we compute the

best set of EoCs C*00

i, composed of members from C*0. Each

EoC from C*0 may appear several times in C*00

i, resulting in

an automatic weighting approach. This task is achieved by

considering the function f; which is depicted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4 An overview of the

DSAc approach. This method

uses the knowledge provided by

Val (converted into the set of

output profiles Val0)
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Algorithm 2 describes this method in detail. The first

few steps represent the function f: First, in step 3 we apply

T on xi,test, resulting in ~xi;test: Next, as presented in step 4,

we compare ~xi;test to each output profile in Val0; which is a

database containing the output profiles of all validation

samples in Val0; ~xj;val 8xj;val 2 Val; computed in step 1. We

compare these samples in terms of similarity, and save the

degree of similarity between ~xi;test and ~xj;val in the variable

di,j. Note that we use the similarity measure presented

in (8) to compute di,j. The K most similar output profiles

~xj;val; e.g. the validation samples related to the highest

values of di,j, are stored in Wi: Next, as shown in steps 7 to

11, for each sample in Wi and each member of the pool of

EoCs C*0, we compute if the EoC provides the correct

recognition result for this sample. In the case of a positive

answer, this EoC is included in C*00

i, worth noting that an

EoC appears in C*00

i as many times as the number of

samples that it correctly recognizes. Finally, Ci
* is sub-

mitted to the switch mechanism DSAc.

Steps 15–19 in Algorithm 2 represent the switch module

in Fig. 4, which corresponds to the previously mentioned

switch mechanism. Similar to DSAm, it is computeed

whether the margin mi, in considering the dynamically

selected EoCs Ci
*, is above the threshold h or not. If

mi [ h, then we use the most voted class indicated by Ci
*00

(step 16). Otherwise, we use the label of the most similar

validation sample from Wi (step 18). The main goal of this

scheme is to use contextual information also in the switch

mechanism to avoid random decisions.

In order to compute the similarity of output profiles to

perform step 4 in Algorithm 2, we use the template

matching measure. In considering two output profiles, this

measure computes how many classifiers will provide

exactly the same output. We can implement this measure

by maximizing (8), which depends on (9).

di;j ¼
PN

k¼1 ai;j;k

N
ð8Þ

ai;j;k ¼
1; if ~xi;test;k ¼ ~xj;val;k

0; otherwise

�

ð9Þ

4.3 DSAc for incremental learning

One by-product of this approach is the ability to adapt to

knowledge acquired over time. Such a task is realized

by simply adding more data to Val, and computing the

corresponding output profiles for Val0. In this case, we can

conduct incremental learning without the need to change

the parameters the base classifiers. As a consequence, this

system can be used with virtually any type of base

classifier.

The computation time of the operational phase of

DSAc, however, depends heavily on the size of Val. Also,

the application of this approach in an incremental scenario

Fig. 5 DSF f: For each test

sample, we find K validation

samples with the most similar

output profiles, to form the set

wi. The EoCs that correctly

classify the validation samples

in Wi are used to compose the

set C*0’, which is then used to

compute the final decision of

DSAc

Algorithm 2 DSAc

1: Compute Val0 using transformation T on all samples in Val

2: for each data point xi,test in Test do

3: Compute Oi ¼ fo1; . . .; oNg by considering C ¼
fc1; . . .; cNg; and use transformation T

to compute ~xi;test

4: Find the K ~xj;val most similar to ~xi;test and put into Wi

5: C�
00

i ¼ ;
6: for each ~xj;val in Wi do

7: for each C0k in C*0 do

8: if C0k correctly recognizes xj,val then

9: Insert C0k into Ci
* (re-insert another instance if C0k is

already in the pool)

10: end if

11: end for

12: end for

13: Compute mi from O0 0i

14: # Switch mechanism

15: if mi [ h then

16: di = most voted class from O0 0i

17: else

18: di = the label of the most similar ~xj;val from Wi

19: end if

20: end for
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can slow down very significantly the operational phase

since the larger the size of Val, the slower is the recogni-

tion module. Nevertheless, if we control the inclusion of

new samples in Val by only injecting those that provide

really useful information, we might reduce very signifi-

cantly the increase of complexity resulting from incre-

mental learning. For this reason, we present a control

mechanism to avoid continuously appending new samples

to Val during incremental learning. This mechanism works

as follows.

The control mechanism selects samples, to compose

Val, only when they are below a threshold #; in consid-

ering the margin of the base classifiers, e.g. mi\#: Note

that mi is defined in Eq. 1. In this case, we suppose that

only the samples that possess uncommon output profiles

are appended to Val, since the contrary is likely to result in

the addition of redundant samples. As a consequence, Val

will only acquire new samples if uncommon samples are

observed.

5 Experiments

In this section we present a series of experiments with the

following objectives. First, the main goal is to compare the

performance of the proposed approaches, i.e. DSAm and

DSAc, against existing methods. By comparing them

against DSA, which provides the baseline architecture for

the proposed methods, we aim at observing the impact of

the proposed enhancements. By conducting the same

comparisons against state-of-the-art static methods, on the

other hand, we can observe the advantages of dynamic

methods over static ones.

The aforementioned static methods are the followings:

• All features: the original classifier with full represen-

tation space (all original features);

• Best from C: the best base classifier from C;

• MV all C: fusion of all base classifiers in C by majority

voting (MV);

• DT all C: fusion of all base classifiers in C using

decision templates (DT), by considering template

matching. The decision templates are computed by

using Val0.
• Best from C*0: the best EoC from C*0;

All methods are evaluated using seven datasets, divided

into two large and five small ones. The small datasets

represent problems with a different number of features,

generally with a small amount of samples. The datasets

considered as small are: the DNA and Satimage datasets

provided by Project Stalog on http://www.niaad.liacc.up.

pt/old/stalog; Feltwell dataset, which is a multisensor

remote-sensing dataset [17]; Ship, which is composed of

forward-looking infra-red (FLIR) ship images [18]; and

Texture, available in the UCI Machine Learning Reposi-

tory. These databases, due to their sizes, are divided into

ten folds, each time seven folds are used for training, one

for optimization, one for validation, and the other one for

testing. This process is repeated ten times for each repli-

cation, whereas each time a different set of samples was

used.

The large datasets represent two handwriting recogni-

tion problems, e.g. the recognition of isolated digits and

uppercase letters, extracted from the NIST-SD19 database.

Two different test sets are used to evaluate digit recogni-

tion: NIST-digits-test1 and NIST-digits-test2. For both

digits and letters, the original feature set is composed of

132 features, extracted from concavities and contours [19].

Table 1 presents a detailed description of each database.

Given the large amount of training samples available in

the NIST-digits database (in addition to the training sam-

ples described in Table 1, there are 185,000 additional

training samples), and the use of a well studied feature

set, we can reduce the size of the training set to increase

the level of uncertainty of the recognition problem, and

Table 1 Experimental setup

Problem NC Train Opt Val Test NF NE VM

DNA 3 2,232 318 318 318 180 45 KF

Feltwell 5 7,662 1,094 1,094 1,094 15 8 KF

Satimage 6 4,506 643 643 643 36 18 KF

Ship 8 1,780 255 255 255 11 6 KF

Texture 11 3,850 550 550 550 40 20 KF

Digits 10 5,000 10,000 10,000 t1 60,089 132 32 HO

t2 58,646

Letters 26 43,160 3,980 7,960 12,092 132 32 HO

NC number of classes; Train, Opt, Val, and Test: number of samples in these respective sets; NF number of features, NE number of features in

the ensemble, after applying the RSS method, VM validation method, KF k-fold validation, HO hold-out validation. Each dataset of the methods

using KF had ten different re-samplings, with no overlapping among the sets
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simulate different conditions of uncertainty (or confusion,

which is a term used interchangeably with uncertainty

hereafter). Consequently, this database does not only allow

for simulating an incremental learning scenario, but also

for evaluating how an approach can behave at different

degrees of confusion. For this reason, in this section, we

also aim at answering the following questions:

1. How can DSAc behave in an incremental learning

scenario, by just appending new samples to Val?

2. How dynamic selection, represented by DSAc, per-

forms against static selection when the size of Val

ranges from small (high level of uncertainty) to high

(low level of uncertainty)?

For all experiments, the following parameters were

considered. For each dataset, 100 base classifiers, with a

pre-defined number of features, are generated from the

baseline feature set, based on the random subspaces (RSS)

ensemble generation method [20]. The base classifiers can

be considered weak classifiers in two aspects. First, the two

different types of classifiers, e.g. k-nearest neighbors

classifiers with k = 1 (1NN), and C4.5 decision tree

(DTree) classifiers, can be considered very weak for many

problems. Second, the reduced number of features used by

the RSS method (see Table 1 for the number of features

used for each problem) greatly contributes to weaken the

performance of the classifiers.

To generate the pool of EoCs, a genetic algorithm (GA)

is used, in an off-line fashion, to find an archive with the 25

best solutions on Val, representing C*0, guided by the

optimization set Opt. The following parameters were used

in this work: population size: 128; number of genera-

tions: 1,000; probability of crossover: 0.8; probability of

mutation: 0.01; one-point crossover and bit-flip mutation

[7]. The experiments are replicated 30 times, where in each

replication the archive provided by GA is generally dif-

ferent. The results represent the mean error rates over the

30 replications. For each of the sets using k-fold validation,

each replication represents the mean over the ten re-sam-

plings of each dataset.

For the large datasets, we also evaluated the method

known as Bagging to generate the base classifiers. We used

the same scheme employed in [7], where 100 DTree

classifiers were generated by dividing the training set into

100 subsets of equal size, where the samples for each set

were randomly chosen, with no overlapping among the

sets. DTree is used as the base classifier given that Bagging

works better with unstable classifiers.

The results are statistically validated by the Kruskal-

Wallis nonparametric statistical test. We test the equality

among the mean values, using a confidence level of 95%.

Dunn-Sidak correction is applied to critical values.

5.1 Results and discussion

The results from the evaluation of small datasets are pre-

sented in Tables 2 and 3, for 1NN and DTrees, respec-

tively. Results from the evaluation of large datasets are

presented in Table 4. In all tables, we present only the error

rates of DSAc with K = 30. The impact of K will described

later.

For both DSAm and DSAc, h = 0, since this was the

best value after preliminary evaluations as shown in Fig. 6.

As demonstrated, the switch works very well as a tie-

breaking mechanism for both approaches. It is worth noting

that when we increase the value of h, the final error rates

Table 2 Error rates on small datasets using 1NN classifiers

Method Dna Felt Sat Ship Text

Static selection

Oracle C 0.03 (-) 0.67 (-) 0.36 (-) 0.28 (-) 0.04 (-)

All features 26.30 (-) 12.35 (-) 9.84 (-) 11.24 (-) 1.13 (-)

Best from C 23.10 (-) 9.46 (-) 8.95 (-) 10.26 (-) 0.62 (-)

MV all C 6.87 (-) 10.44 (-) 8.59 (-) 9.94 (-) 1.11 (-)

Best from C*0 9.14 (1.60) 9.37 (2.09) 8.19 (2.89) 9.41 (1.66) 0.71 (1.74)

DT C 8.53 (-) 14.76 (-) 8.97 (-) 10.03 (-) 4.56 (-)

Dynamic selection

Oracle C*0 1.12 (0.86) 6.06 (2.46) 3.98 (0.83) 3.92 (1.40) 0.40 (0.24)

DSA 10.47 (3.17) 10.76 (4.90) 9.17 (0.99) 11.21 (3.48) 1.03 (0.34)

*DSAm 5.57 (1.33) 9.35 (4.62) 7.61 (0.87) 8.80 (2.30) 0.93 (0.37)

*DSAc 5:46 (0.26) 8:93 (0.30) 7:42 (0.31) 8:10 (0.38) 0:56 (0.10)

Results in bold present the best approach among static MO, DSA, DT, and the proposed DSAm and DSAc, with K set to 30. Underlined results

represent the statistically-significant best method. Highlighted by * are the proposed approaches. Between parentheses is the standard deviation

of each approach (910-2)
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also increase. This fact suggests that by relying more on the

decisions provided by the main structure of either DSAm or

DSAc (note the higher the value of h, the more often the

switch is used), and only using the base classifiers when a

tie occurs, the final approach is more reliable.

The error rates resulting from the evaluation of small

databases show that both DSAm and DSAc are very

promising for problems presenting a high level of confu-

sion. The only database for which neither of the proposed

methods resulted in the lowest error rates was the Feltwell

database, using DTree as base classifiers. On all the other

databases, DSAc achieved the lowest recognition rates.

For the large databases, DSAc yielded the lowest error

rates on all databases. DSAm, in contrast, has performed

poorly compared to other static methods. Note that DSAc

uses the validation dataset to compute the DMO structure,

and given the larger amount of training samples compared

to the small datasets, we believe that this approach has

been able to take better advantage of the lower level of

uncertainty of large problems, so that it reaches the best

performance in this evaluation. Given the better perfor-

mance of DSAc over DSAm, hereafter, we pursue the

experimental evaluation by considering only the former for

the sake of simplicity.

Table 3 Error rates on small datasets using DTree classifiers

Method Dna Felt Sat Ship Text

Static selection

Oracle C 0.03 (-) 0.60 (-) 0.22 (-) 0.24 (-) 0.02 (-)

All features 6.85 (-) 16.81 (-) 4.17 (-) 10.92 (-) 7.56 (-)

Best from C 11.33 (-) 11.86 (-) 11.83 (-) 10.45 (-) 6.07 (-)

MV all C 5.05 (-) 11.86 (-) 8.64 (-) 6.80 (-) 2.56 (-)

Best from C*0 5.71 (1.30) 10:22 (2.11) 8.35 (1.01) 7.02 (1.59) 2.04 (2.60)

DT C 4.53 (-) 13.93 (-) 8.96 (-) 7.74 (-) 1.34 (-)

Dynamic selection

Oracle C*0 1.07 (0.92) 5.82 (3.94) 3.78 (0.78) 3.18 (1.76) 0.81 (0.24)

DSA 7.55 (2.47) 12.52 (5.28) 10.29 (2.16) 10.16 (4.38) 2.42 (0.82)

*DSAm 4.07 (1.07) 10.77 (4.82) 7.42 (0.76) 5.89 (1.82) 2.13 (0.78)

*DSAc 3:05 (0.34) 10.32 (0.41) 7:11 (0.30) 5:52 (0.45) 1:11 ð0:17Þ

Results in bold present the best approach among static MO, DSA, DT, and the proposed DSAm and DSAc, with K set to 30. Underlined results

represent the statistically-significant best method. Highlighted by * are the proposed approaches. Between parentheses is the standard deviation

of each approach (910-2)

Table 4 The same evaluations in error rates as in Table 2, but considering both 1NN and DTrees with large datasets

Classifier

method

1NN—RSS DTree—RSS DTree—Bagging

Digits Letters Digits Letters Digits Letters

Test1 Test2 Test1 Test2 Test1 Test2

Static selection

Oracle C 0.05 (-) 0.17 (-) 0.18 (-) 0.01 (-) 0.04 (-) 0.04 (-) 0.24 (-) 0.63 (-) 0.29 (-)

All features 6.66 (-) 9.76 (-) 7.82 (-) 11.07 (-) 18.20 (-) 13.50 (-) 6.66 (-) 9.76 (-) 7.82 (-)

Best from C 7.52 (-) 13.99 (-) 14.47 (-) 10.30 (-) 19.18 (-) 17.13 (-) 9.70 (-) 16.62 (-) 14.31 (-)

MV all C 3.72 (-) 8.10 (-) 6.60 (-) 2.92 (-) 6.67 (-) 6.06 (-) 5.65 (-) 10.99 (-) 7.63 (-)

Best from C*0 3.60 (1.95) 7.77 (2.78) 6.56 (2.59) 2.98 (2.23) 6.77 (1.05) 6.21 (2.79) 5.31 (0.06) 10.28 (0.03) 7.62 (0.02)

DT C 2.55 (-) 5.74 (-) 4.95 (-) 2.00 (-) 5.00 (-) 4.64 (-) 3.65 (-) 7.65 (-) 6.49 (-)

Dynamic selection

Oracle C*0 1.97 (0.14) 4.59 (0.37) 3.87 (2.10) 1.87 (1.01) 4.39 (2.08) 4.53 (1.57) 3.72 (0.04) 7.42 (0.02) 4.68 (0.01)

DSA 3.61 (0.28) 7.87 (0.41) 6.43 (0.69) 2.87 (0.24) 6.61 (0.54) 6.06 (0.64) 5.33 (0.05) 10.45 (0.06) 7.11 (0.03)

*DSAm 3.45 (0.22) 7.53 (0.40) 6.12 (0.66) 2.72 (0.42) 6.26 (0.76) 5.83 (0.61) 5.10 (0.08) 9.96 (0.05) 7.23 (0.04)

*DSAc 2.37 (0.14) 5.34(0.21) 4.62 (0.41) 1.76 (0.14) 4.36 (0.20) 4.20 (0.22) 2.98 (0.04) 6.17 (0.03) 5.58 (0.05)

The standard deviation in this case was multiplied by 10-3. In addition, we present the evaluation of DTree classifiers created by bagging
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In order to provide a broader overview of the perfor-

mance of DSAc, we show the impact of the value of K, in

a range between 1 and 30. Such an evaluation is pre-

sented in Figs. 7 and 8 for small problems, with 1NN and

DTrees, respectively. In Figs. 9 and 10, we present the

same evaluation in large problems, with 1NN and DTrees,

respectively. We observe that the best value for this

parameter is problem-dependent. Databases that generate

higher error rates, such as Feltwell, require high K values,

and databases with very low error rates, such as Texture,

require very low K values. Consequently, even though by

setting K = 30 DSAc is able to perform well, this value

could be adapted to either improve performance or reduce

complexity.

Even though the main goal of this paper was to improve

the performance of fusion functions, in Table 5 we present

a summary of the results presented by DSAc against the

best results reported in the literature for the same databases

evaluated in this work. This table can provide us an idea to

what level of performance a multiple classifier system,

using weak classifiers, can attain by using a very robust

combination approach.

In considering small databases, DSAc has been able to

outperform the best results thus far published in the liter-

ature, on all databases. It is worth noting that none of the

methods presented in Table 5 uses exactly the same

experimental protocol, so this comparison is not as accurate

as for large databases. However, the use of data from the

same database provides a good idea on the difference in

performance among the different methods.

For large databases, the error rates presented by DSAc

are slightly higher than the lowest error rates reported in

the literature. However, the best results so far have been

achieved by using strong classifiers, such as Support

Vector Machines (SVM) [22] and Multilayer Perceptron

Fig. 6 Evaluation of the parameter h for the switch mechanism

Fig. 7 Evaluation of DSAc on small datasets with 1NN classifiers,

K varying from 1 to 30

Fig. 8 Evaluation of DSAc on small datasets with DTree classifiers,

K varying from 1 to 10

Fig. 9 Evaluation of DSAc on large datasets with 1NN classifiers,

K varying from 1 to 5
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(MLP) Neural Networks [23], which generally deal very

well with large training sets. In this paper, we limited the

scope of the work to consider only weak classifiers and

small training datasets in order to better observe the

behavior of combination approach in conditions that might

generate a high level of confusion for the base classifiers.

The results from the literature, in contrast, might have dealt

with lower levels of confusion due to the much larger

amount of samples used for training.

As a consequence, the remainder of this section aims

at comparing the performance of DSAc against MLP and

SVM, which are state-of-the-art static approaches, at the

same conditions. First, we evaluate what level of per-

formance DSAc can reach if we incrementally learn the

information provided by the remaining training samples

in the NIST-digits database. Next, we retrain MLPs and

SVMs at different levels of uncertainty, which are

achieved by downsizing the NIST-digits database, and

compare their results against the ones produced by

DSAc.

5.1.1 Evaluation of DSAc in an incremental learning

scenario

In this section, we evaluate the impact of increasing the

size of Val to improve the overall performance of DSAc, by

simulating an incremental scenario. Such a simulation

consists of gradually adding new samples to Val, as pre-

viously discussed in Sect. 4.2. We take advantage of the

large set of digits available in the NIST SD19 database, by

increasing the size of Val from 10,000 to 180,000 samples.

Those are the remaining samples in the hsf_{1-3} series of

the database.

The results of these experiments are shown in Fig. 11,

considering both 1NN and DTrees with RSS, and both

NIST-digits-test1 and NIST-digits-test2. Note that these

evaluations do not only aim at evaluating the behavior of

the approach in the incremental scenario, but also aim at

comparing the final results against the literature, since the

best results thus far consider methods that used all samples

from this database. As a consequence, in the following

paragraphs we discuss the first topic, while the second topic

is discussed afterwards.

Generally, the impact of the size of Val is more signi-

ficant when the size of Val is relatively small, and it tends

to gradually converge with larger validation sets. Never-

theless, with any increase in Val we can observe some

improvement. This fact shows that the approach can

incrementally acquire knowledge by only increasing the

size of this set, so that it can be a generic approach for

incremental learning. This allows us to use a heterogeneous

pool of classifiers in the incremental learning process.

Figure 12 plots the results of the evaluation of different

values for # using the control mechanism described in Sect.

4.2. Compared to the performance of the system using all

180,000, we see that the control mechanism is able not only

to maintain the performance of the system, but also

to reduce the final error rates. With # ¼ 40; the final

error rates are reduced to about 1.1%. In addition, we

Fig. 10 Evaluation of DSAc on large datasets with DTree classifiers,

K varying from 1 to 5

Table 5 Error analysis, in

which we compare the results of

the proposed method DSAc with

the best results published in the

literature

The second column represents

the average over 30 replications

Database Proposed method Literature

Average (variance) Best result Method Result

DNA 3.05 (0.12) 2.88 EoC?DS [7] 4.59

Feltwell 8.85 (0.12) 8.72 EoC?DS [7] 11.50

Satimage 6.89 (0.11) 6.78 EoC?DS [7] 8.64

Ship 5.51 (0.27) 5.32 EoC [21] 5.68

Texture 0.56 (0.01) 0.52 EoC?DS [8] 0.66

NIST-digits-test1 1.76 (0.02) 1.08 Single classifier [22] 0.63

NIST-digits-test2 3.31 (0.04) 3.28 EoC?SS [23] 2.33

NIST-letters 3.89 (0.06) 3.87 SC [22] 3.18
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demonstrate in Fig. 13 this mechanism on the size of Val.

The best approach, represented by # ¼ 40; used only

25,948 samples in Val. Comparing with the use of all

180,000 samples, we can reach better results by using only

around 15% of this set and drastically reduce the search

space of DSAc for recognition.

The final results can be summarized as follows. With

1NN, the error rates have been reduced from about 2.55%

to about 1.78% on NIST-digits-test1, and from about 5.9%

to about 4.2% on NIST-digits-test2. With DTrees, the error

rates decreased from about 1.75% to about 1.1% on NIST-

digits-test1, and from about 4.6% to about 3.31% on NIST-

digits-test2. Note that on NIST-digits-test1, the best results

reported in the literature are around 0.63% [22], using 132

features, 195,000 samples for training, and MLP as clas-

sifier. In this work we could get very close (only 0.47%

below) to these results by using weak classifiers, trained

with only 10,000 samples, of which the range of individual

error rates is, for example with 1NN, between 15.92 and

7.53%. Even though in the end we have used the same

number of samples to get these results, we have shown that

our approach is able to improve weak classifiers to a level

which is comparable to the best classification methods in

the literature, without changing their parameters.

5.1.2 Evaluation of DSAc against MLP and SVM at varied

conditions

As demonstrated in the previous section, by using all the

training samples provided by NIST-digits, DSAc can attain

a level of performance that is close to state-of-the-art

classifiers such as MLP and SVM, consisting of static

approaches. However, the higher complexity of DSAc, in

both the design and operational phases, might be a barrier

for its application in the real world. For this reason, the

main goal of this section is to compare the proposed

method, which is a dynamic approach, against MLP and

SVM, which are static approaches, under various condi-

tions created by downsizing the NIST-digits database. The

idea is to observe under which condition dynamic selection

might be worth the higher complexity. As we previously

mentioned, such a downsizing allows for increasing the

level of uncertainty of the problem by simply reducing its

training set, since the empirical lower-bound of the NIST-

digits database is known.

By using a setup similar to that described in the previous

section, the training database was reduced to these sizes:

5,000, 10,000, 15,000, 20,000, and 25,000. However, for

Fig. 11 Incremental evaluation of DSAc, with K = 30, using vali-

dation set sizes from 10,000 to 180,000, on both NIST-digits-test1 and

NIST-digits-test2

Fig. 12 Incremental evaluation of DSAc (K = 30) with DTree

classifiers on NIST-digits-test1 using a control mechanism

Fig. 13 Size of the validation set for the evaluation presented in

Fig. 12
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each training set, we did 15 different resamplings so that

we could conduct 15 replications for each size of the

training set. The parameters for both SVM and MLP were

set to the same as reported in [24], which were found as the

best parameters for this database. Note that for DSAc we

conduct the incremental learning of Val. For MLP and

SVM, in contrast, batch learning is considered, since for

each training set size, we retrain the classifiers. In addition,

it is worth noting that Val and Opt are merged together to

define a single set of samples, which is used as hold-out

validation set by MLP and SVM.

The main results are presented in Fig. 14, for NIST-

digits-test1, and Fig. 15 NIST-digits-test2. The most

remarkable observation lies in the experiments using

only 5,000 samples for training. In this case, DSAc was

significantly superior to both MLP and SVM, showing

that the proposed approach can deal better with a high

level of uncertainty under these conditions. However,

this gap becomes narrower and narrower as we increase

the size of the training set, e.g. when we decrease the

level of confusion. As a result, the main observation

from these experiments is that dynamic selection, despite

generally presenting higher complexity than static

selection, may be the most recommended approach to

attain high performance when the level of confusion of

the recognition problem is high. When the level of

confusion is low, on the other hand, a static approach

may work very well without all the complexity brought

by dynamic selection.

6 Conclusion and future work

In this paper we first proposed dynamic multistage orga-

nizations to enhance classifier fusion. Based on Dos Santos

et al.’s approach (DSA), we first implemented DSAm to

validate these concepts by using multiple dynamic selec-

tion functions. Next, we extended DSAm to use the

knowledge provided by the output profiles of validation

samples to create DMO, resulting in DSAc.

Experiments conducted on both small and large dat-

abases have confirmed that the proposed DMO concept

looks really promising in improving the use of multiple

classifiers, since the proposed enhancements have been

effective in improving DSA. We also observed a significant

improvement in performance of DSAc over DSAm, due to

the use of contextual information. The use of simulated

incremental learning scenario showed that we can improve

the performance of DSAc by only increasing the size of the

validation set, without changing the parameters of the base

classifiers. Although other classification approaches such

as SVMs and MLPs can present better performances than

DSAc when large training sets are available, we demon-

strated that the proposed approach results in better per-

formance when one can use only small training databases,

e.g. when the level of confusion for recognition is high.

As future work, many directions can be followed. The

most important, in our opinion, is to better investigate the

observation that DSAc is better suited to problems pre-

senting a high level of uncertainty. We can evaluate, for

example, the current system on other recognition problems.

We can, as well, implement the system with other base

classifiers and different methods to generate the pool of

base classifiers, to evaluate whether the system maintains

the same behavior with a different baseline architecture or

Fig. 14 Evaluation of different sizes of the training set for NIST-

digits, using NIST-digits-test1. These experiments were replicated 15

times by resampling the training set each time (a single replication for

180,000 samples, which corresponds to the entire dataset). Note that

the experiments are grouped by approach, e.g. DSAc, MLP, and

SVM, respectively, and for each approach, we evaluated training sets

with 5,000, 10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 25,000, and 180,000 samples,

respectively

Fig. 15 The same evaluations as in Fig. 14, but using NIST-digits-
test2
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not. In addition, reducing the complexity of DSAc is a key

point to better justify its deployment in real-life systems. In

this work we simply performed a flat search on Val, but

other more time-efficient methods can be investigated, for

instance some ideas proposed to reduce the complexity of

1NN classifiers [25] to conduct the search for the most

similar samples.
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